A complete unit on the... Northeast Region

Touring Through The Southeast Region

Landmarks
(Important places or objects that can be natural or man-made)

- Crater of Diamonds (AR): The world's only diamond mine that is open to the public. People are allowed to dig for diamonds and keep any precious gems they find.

- Kennedy Space Center (FL): Base of operations for NASA, where rockets and shuttles are launched and monitored. Tourists also go there to learn about the history of space flight and travel.

- Stone Mountain (GA): The largest exposed mass of granite in the world. The huge carving is made up of 3 Confederate heroes: Jefferson Davis, Robert E. Lee, and Stonewall Jackson riding on their horses.

- Mammoth Cave (KY): The longest cave system known in the world. It has more than 365 miles of passageways and contains lakes, rivers, and unique animals just to name a few of the wonders found underground.
**region**

An area on Earth with common features that set it apart from other areas.

**climate**

The weather in a certain area over a period of time.
vegetation

The kind of plants that grow in an area.

landmark

Important places or objects that can be natural or man-made.
natural resource
A material found in nature that people use.

landforms
Natural features of the Earth’s surface.
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The Northeast Region

The 11 states in the Northeast are Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania. This region is the oldest and is rich in history, culture, and economic opportunities. The smallest state in this area is Rhode Island which borders the Atlantic Ocean like many of the other Northeastern states.

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont are known as the New England states whereas Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania are known as the Middle Atlantic States.

Landmarks

(important places or objects that can be natural or man-made)

Statue of Liberty (NY)- A monument located in Liberty Island. “Lady Liberty” was a gift from France to the US. It symbolizes freedom.

Liberty Bell(PA)- A huge bronze bell also symbolizing freedom. It was 1st cracked during a test ringing. The bell weighs 2080 lbs.

Independence Hall (PA)- This is the building where the Declaration of Independence and the US Constitution were signed.

White House (Wash., D.C.) The capital of the United States. This is where the President and his family live. It has 132 rooms and even a movie theatre.

Plymouth Rock(MA)- An important symbol in US history. This site represents the arrival of the Pilgrims in the Mayflower in 1620.

Color in the New England states red and the Middle Atlantic states blue.
Landforms
(natural features of the Earth’s surface)

The Northeastern region is made up of a variety of different landforms. For starters, the main mountain chain in this area are the Appalachian Mountains which can be found in both the Southeast and Northeast regions. Running through these mountains are rivers, lakes, and waterfalls. Niagara Falls, the second largest waterfall in the world, is located on the border between New York and Canada and is actually made up of 3 separate falls. This powerful landform is not only beautiful, but provides electricity to thousands of people. Another landform found in this region are plains, or mostly flat, low lands without many trees. The Atlantic Coastal Plain stretches along the Atlantic Ocean from New York down to Florida.

In each box, write one fact that you learned about each of the landforms pictured above.
Climate
(the average pattern of weather for a particular region)

The Northeast experiences a varied climate in which winters are cold and snowy, while the spring time appears rainy. Summers, on the other hand, can be very hot or mild. As you travel northward throughout this region, the temperature becomes colder. This area of the US also experiences the four seasons every year.

Natural Resources
(materials found in nature that people use)

In the Northeast, trees are an important natural resource. They are used to make items such as furniture, pencils, and paper. The Atlantic Ocean is another resource benefiting this area in the form of seafood such as lobsters, crabs, and oysters. As a matter of fact, 90% of all US lobsters is caught off of the coast of Maine. Another natural resource found in this area includes granite and marble stones. Vermont, which has the largest granite quarry in the country is also known for its delicious maple syrup.

Draw a picture illustrating what someone from the Northeast might wear during each season.
You can check out some more of my ideas, resources, and suggestions here:

- **Teachers Pay Teachers** - [http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/More-Time-2-Teach](http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/More-Time-2-Teach)
- **Blog** - [www.moretime2teach.blogspot.com](http://www.moretime2teach.blogspot.com)
- **Facebook** - [www.facebook.com/moretimetoteachfanpage](http://www.facebook.com/moretimetoteachfanpage)
I truly appreciate your business and would be happy to respond to any questions, concerns, or comments you have regarding this product.

My email is: [www.moretime2teach@gmail.com](mailto:www.moretime2teach@gmail.com)

You can also follow me on [my blog](http://www.exampleblog.com), [pinterest](http://www.examplepinterest.com), and [facebook](http://www.examplefacebook.com) for more products, ideas, and freebies!

💖 Melissa
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